
MANAGE THE SURGE:                            
AVOID SURCHARGE SHOCKS, 
POWER PERFORMANCE 



A global pandemic accelerated the craze. Stay-at-home orders, statewide 

shutdowns and contagion fears drove more people online to shop for more 

products than ever before.

By mid-2020, U.S. online sales were growing nearly 100%, month-over-month, 

according to Emarsys. Expect growth to continue for the foreseeable future. 

Behind the scenes serving that digital demand, parcel carriers pushed into 

hyper-drive to keep up with both residential and commercial demand. As the parcel 

volume balance tipped heavily toward residential demand, carrier costs escalated, 

especially as more large bulky items entered parcel networks.

So, too, did costs for large volume shippers filling increased online orders bound     

for U.S. homes and businesses. 

UPS 
• 30 cents per package for Ground Residential and SurePost, the final-leg         

delivery service with U.S. Postal Service (USPS).

• $31.45 peak surcharge added to packages that incur a Large                       

Package Surcharge (applied to shippers with more than 500 large              

packages per week).

FedEx
• 30 cents per package for Express and Ground residential deliveries.

• 40 cents per package sent through SmartPost, the final leg delivery service 

with USPS.

• $30 per oversized package shipped by Express or Ground.

When large volume shippers exceeded thresholds, those surcharges applied to        

every package shipped – not just the overages.

Surcharges have become commonplace in parcel transportation. Whether driven       

by global disruption or peak season volume, these costs add up quickly. 

Parcel pricing complexity can easily obscure these added charges. The                 

transportation cost increase can shock your bottom line performance. 

To help you avoid surcharge surprises, this guide explores the how and why behind 

parcel carriers’ cost-recovery tactics. Read on for the strategies you need to power 

a parcel program response that offsets these costs and protects your profit. 

VOLUME TRENDS SPARK         
SURCHARGE SPIKE
E-COMMERCE ORDER VOLUMES HAVE BEEN 

SURGING FOR YEARS.



WHAT ARE PEAK SURCHARGES?

Most shippers expect an annual general rate increase from the major parcel carriers. 

Monitoring these pricing fluctuations can mean the difference between operating 

profitably and losing money on every order. 

For example, a parcel carrier may announce a general rate increase of 4.9%, but this 

is an average taken across all services, weight breaks and zones. In reality, many rate 

increases are above 6% when applied to a shipper’s actual volume. 

That variance can make planning difficult as the price changes can significantly 

impact a shipper’s transportation costs, especially smaller shippers with $500,000 

or less in annual transportation spend. 

Still, these predictable, annual increases are usually baked into the “cost of doing 

business” for shippers, many of which understand that the GRI impact on their 

transportation rates is at least an increase of about 5% annually. 

Much less predictable are those accessorial surcharges that carriers introduce at 

different times throughout the year. In most cases, these surcharges are driven by 

seasonal demand swings and business peaks. In 2020, parcel surcharges were 

driven by the global pandemic. 

Adding to the complexity, carriers can make changes in how or when surcharges are 

applied – at any time. We saw this with the reduction in dimensions and weight for 

when carriers applied additional handling surcharges. 

• Although not a specifically a surcharge, shippers saw a significant change with 

the migration of the DIM factor from 194 to 139, which increases the billable 

weight for many packages.



• 30 cents per package 
applied to Ground and 
SurePost packages when 
a shipper’s weekly volume 
of Ground residential 
and SurePost packages 
increased by more than 
25,000 packages over the 
average weekly volume in 
February 2020.  

• $31.45 added to every 
large package surcharge 
when a shipper exceeds 
500 large packages in        
a week.

• 40 cents per package for 
all SmartPost packages.

• 30 cents per residential 
Ground and Express 
packages if a shipper’s 
average weekly volume 
increases more than 
40,000 packages (and 
if the combined Express 
and Ground residential 
volume is more than 120% 
of the average volume in 
February 2020).

• $30 per oversized 
package shipped by 
Express or Ground.  

SURCHARGE SHOCK

HOW DO CARRIER

SURCHARGES WORK?

Surcharges aren’t new in the parcel shipping space. It pays to stay on top of these 

variations and respond accordingly. 

Companies that take proactive measures to offset pending surcharges are often 

best positioned to maintain profitability, protect their bottom lines, and keep their 

customers happy (and coming back for more).

Budget planning for surcharges isn’t easy in an environment where these increases 

can arise unexpectedly. No one was prepared for the massive impacts of COVID-19, 

for example, so shippers had little (or no) time to prepare in advance for the          

surcharges. 

NO TIME TO POWER UP

Carriers were in an equally challenging position. During traditional holiday season, 

UPS and FedEx often start hiring up to six months ahead of time. They also require 

larger shippers to provide volume estimates to support capacity planning. Staffed 

and trained, the carriers position everyone for success during the busiest time           

of the year. 

These proactive moves weren’t possible during the global pandemic, and 

that’s precisely why the surcharges surfaced quickly in 2020. Higher costs                        

incurred through residential deliveries and large package shipments to homes 

and businesses, combined with the net loss of commercial volume, quickly 

consumed the carriers’ margins.

In response, UPS and FedEx implemented peak surcharges for U.S. domestic        

residential shipments and large/oversize packages due to the increased demand. 

UPS implemented the new charges on May 31, and FedEx quickly followed on 

June 8. 

UPS

FedEx



MEASURING THE IMPACTS                 

OF PEAK SUCHARGES

Introduced throughout the year—and often with little or no advance warning— 

surcharges can have a major impact on a shipper’s profit margins.

Unlike global changes that impact all shippers (i.e., the modification in dimensional 

weight definitions introduced in 2015 and again in 2018), surcharges impact 

companies differently.

• An e-commerce apparel company sending most of its orders to residential       

addresses likely felt the brunt of COVID-related surcharges. 

• A large B2B company delivering primarily to commercial addresses, on the    

other hand, was likely shielded from the brunt of these impacts, unless they 

were moving larger packages. 

The good news is that even though individual companies can’t control parcel 

carriers’ surcharges, they can minimize the budgetary impact with accurate shipping 

data, experienced logistics partners, and quick responses to carrier announcements. 

Individually, a 30-cent surcharge on a residential parcel shipment may seem 

innocuous. Multiply that fee across thousands of parcel shipments, and it’s clear just 

how burdensome this unexpected fee can be to a company’s bottom line. 

Factor in an additional fees for oversized packages, and a shipper operating on 

tight margins can quickly find itself losing money on every order.

ITEM-LEVEL PROFIT

Unexpected parcel surcharges directly impact stock keeping unit (SKU) profitability. 

While companies have become effective at getting product out the door, most don’t 

have the visibility to see which are going out the door most profitably. 

The Amazon Effect and consumers’ expectations around next-day and same-day 

delivery adds pressure. Without a plan for dealing with unexpected surcharges, SKU 

profitability moves out of reach quickly. 

If a retailer averages 200,000 
weekly packages shipped 
through UPS Ground Residential 
or SurePost in February, what’s 
the cost impact of a 30-cent 
surcharge when that volume 
increases to 250,000 weekly 
packages?

*After average threshold is exceeded,    
surcharge applies to all packages shipped.

250,000 
packages per week*

X$0.30 
COVID-19 surcharge

$75,000 
incremental impact per week.

If a distributor averages 50,000 
weekly packages shipped 
residential through FedEx 
Ground, what’s the cost impact 
of a 30-cent surcharge when 
that weekly volume increases          
by 75,000 packages?

*FedEx surcharge volume threshold was 
higher at 40,000, and included the stipulation 
that weekly volume had to be 120% higher 
than the February weekly average.

125,000 
packages per week

X$0.30 
COVID-19 surcharge

$37,500 
incremental impact per week.

?

50,000 
packages per week

+75,000 
packages per week*

200,000 
packages per week

+50,000 
packages per week



6 GOOD CARRIER SURCHARGE 
MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

You may not be able to keep carriers from imposing unexpected surcharge rate 

changes, but you can prepare for them. Understand your shipping data, work with 

trusted partners, and protect profitability by responding quickly. 

1. Don’t bury your head in the sand. 
A few extra cents tacked onto your shipping fees adds up quickly.      

Along with the predictable, annual increases, demand-driven 

peak surcharges could be here to stay. 

Review the terms and conditions of the agreements you have 

with your carriers. Work with your logistics partner to stay on top 

of these new charges and to come up with ways to offset, absorb, 

or pass them along to your customers. 

At Transportation Insight we help customers understand those 

charges, why they were rolled out, how they affect profitability 

(via good reporting and data analytics). Analysis comes with a 

roadmap for minimizing the impacts. 

2. Audit your parcel carrier invoices carefully. 
If you’re shipping a high volume of residential orders, you know 

new surcharges can sneak into the picture any time. By auditing 

the applicability of those charges, you can quickly determine 

whether an order was indeed residential (versus commercial), 

if minimums were hit making the surcharge valid, and if it was 

charged properly. 

Many times, carrier invoices are so lengthy that the charges are 

lumped together. It’s not unusual to see duplicate charges, for 

instance, or duplicate tracking numbers being charged multiple 

times. And with the COVID-19 peak surcharges, the carriers are 

billing in multiple different ways, including paper invoices, 

follow-up emails and averages over multiple transactions. 

Dissecting those charges and ensuring that everything was 

charged correctly can be time-consuming and onerous. At 

Transportation Insight, our audit team constantly reviews the 

applicability of the charges and the actual rates that were 

charged to ensure accuracy. 



6 GOOD CARRIER SURCHARGE 
MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES 

3. Always use best shipping practices. 
It can be tempting to take orders and push them out the door 

without giving much thought to how much it costs to ship 

those packages.

Most companies understand that transportation costs take up a 

big chunk of their operating budgets. Few take the time to 

examine the true cost of shipping those goods. Factor both 

predictable/annual rate increases and unpredictable carrier 

surcharges into the equation, and you get a recipe for 

poor profitability. 

To avoid this problem, always use best practices centered on the 

cost of shipping each and every package. With regular invoice 

auditing and business intelligence reporting, you can remove 

most of the uncertainty from the current surcharge environment 

while also preparing for any new fees that may be coming. 

4. Dig down deep. 
When auditing your invoices, you’ll want to go beyond just 

examining the invoice number and dollar amount. Taking the 

position that, “Okay, last week I shipped $75,000 worth of 

merchandise. That sounds about right,” isn’t a deep enough 

dive into your parcel invoices. 

This high level view doesn’t give you the insights you need to 

pivot effectively when surcharges are imposed. 

Get right down to the actual package and charge level. Carefully 

examine all of the details behind your weekly carrier invoices, or 

work with an experienced logistics provider that can handle it for 

you. The results may surprise you.

CONTINUED



6 GOOD CARRIER SURCHARGE 
MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

CONTINUED

5. When possible, pass the costs along... 
...As long as it doesn’t affect your competitive position. Don’t 

assume that these surcharges have to get tacked onto your 

“costs of doing business.” 

Instead, look for creative ways to pass these additional costs 

along to your end customers. 

If you do have to absorb the additional cost, be sure to factor 

that into the sale, versus waiting for your parcel carrier’s invoice 

to arrive and taking it right out of your profit for a specific order.   

6. Be a “partner” to your carriers. 
Burdened by carrier surcharges and operating in a challenging 

business environment, shippers may be tempted to only deal 

with carriers when they have a gripe, a fee that needs to be 

refunded, or a surcharge that doesn’t apply (but was charged 

anyway). While these are all good reasons to reach out to your 

carrier, these situations generally reach a positive resolution 

when shippers have win-win relationships with their carriers. 

This has been a practice for years in the truckload/

less-than-truckload sector, where being a “shipper of choice” 

has become a popular stance for companies that are assessing 

their total costs of transportation. The same applies in the parcel 

space, where Transportation Insight relies on accurate, 

up-to-date, supporting data when working with carriers on 

behalf of its customers (versus just managing issues in a 

one-off manner). 

By serving as a link between shippers and carriers (who would 

otherwise be forced to work with thousands of different 

customers on an individual level), Transportation Insight has 

formed strong bonds with both. 

This is a solid proposition for parcel shippers that benefit from 

the mass credit requests, mass payments, and other volume 

transactions that we manage on a daily basis.  



Both the predictable and unexpected carrier surcharges are likely here to stay.

While none of us has a crystal ball — nor can we control the steps carriers take to 

shore up their own operations during peaks and difficult periods — preparing in 

advance, understanding the impetus behind the charges, and taking the steps 

outlined in this guide make sense for both the current and future parcel 

freight environments.

CONTROL COSTS WITH MASTER ANALYSIS

In order to monitor evolving dynamics in your parcel program, you need an 

operating ecosystem that is reliable and allows you to control your own destiny.

Many companies have the components needed to collect, assemble and review 

parcel program data. Not everyone possesses the specific parcel expertise required 

to manage those elements, maximize service at optimal cost, and guarantee end 

customer satisfaction.

Transportation Insight is able to collect enormous volumes of parcel data, digest 

and analyze that information into the most actionable information required to 

adjust supply chain operations before or after unexpected costs emerge. 

Contact our parcel experts for a program assessment today, and learn more about a 

transportation management platform that evolves as your business needs change.

WHAT’S AHEAD FOR 
PEAK SURCHARGES?



About Transportation Insight, LLC

Transportation Insight is a multi-modal, lead logistics provider that partners with manufacturers, retailers and distributors to achieve significant 

cost savings, reduce cycle times and improve customer satisfaction rates through customized supply chain solutions. Transportation 

Insight offers a Co-managed Logistics® form of 3PL, carrier sourcing, freight bill audit and payment services, state-of-the-art transportation 

management system (TMS) applications, parcel technology platform (audit, engineering, advanced analytics) and business intelligence. The 

Enterprise Logistics division of the Transportation Insight Holdings, LLC, (TI Holdco) portfolio, Transportation Insight operates alongside 

transactional freight brokerage Nolan Transportation Group (NTG) to help client shippers engineer efficient supply chain networks. Combined, 

the $3.2 billion TI Holdco organization serves 7,000 clients with logistics management services that include domestic transportation (TL, LTL, 

Parcel), e-commerce solutions, supply chain analytics, international transportation, warehouse sourcing, LEAN consulting and supply chain 

sourcing of indirect materials including secondary packaging. Headquartered in Hickory, NC, Transportation Insight has secondary operating 

centers and client support offices across North America.

For more about Transportation Insight, visit www.transportationinsight.com, email info@transportationinsight.com or call 877-226-9950.

877.226.9950

www.transportationinsight.com

Info@transportationinsight.com 

310 Main Avenue Way SE 

Hickory, North Carolina 28602
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YOUR  
SUPPLY 
CHAIN.  
MASTERED.

Transportation Insight has the team,  

the tools and the technology to unlock  

the power of your supply chain so you  

can realize value today and drive  

growth tomorrow.


